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Samenvatting
Een motorhelm vermindert de kans op hoofdletsel in botssituaties, maar het is niet
bekend hoe de helm op een klap reageert. De modale analyse techniek wordt gebruikt
om het trillingsgedrag van complexe (lineaire) systemen te analyseren. Het doel van
de opdracht was om te onderzoeken of deze techniek ook kon worden toegepast op
een (waarschijnlijk) niet lineair systeem, zoals de buitenschaal van een motorhelm.
Indien de modale analyse kan worden toegepast, kunnen de resultaten gebruikt
woïdea vûûr de û ~ M e ! i f i gvan een eizdige elemezten mode! va^ de helm en &AS
voor het numeriek schatten van impuls responsies.

In de experimentele modale analyse werden 12 eigenfrequenties van de helm
gevonden onder de 800 Hz.Uit experimenten is tevens gebleken dat het systeem als
reciprook en symmetrisch mag worden beschouwd, hetgeen zich kan vertalen in een
vermindering van het aantal benodigde proeven en simulaties. In de meeste
experimenten stond de helm op een licht, sponsachtig schuim. De invloed van dit
schuim op de metingen werd in de eerste instantie verwaarloosd.
Aan de belangrijkste veronderstelling voor modale analyse, namelijk lineariteit van
het systeem, werd echter niet voldaan. Niet lineair gedrag van de buitenschaal
manifesteerde zich in een afname van de amplitude van de Frequentie Respons
Functies’ (FRF’s) bij toename van de slagkracht. Deze afname kon worden
toegeschreven aan een toename van de demping of de stijfheid bij toenemende
slagkracht. De demping werd aan de hand van de circle-fit methode in Matlab
geëvalueerd. De demping mag constant worden verondersteld. De dynamische
stijfheid van het systeem kon alleen worden bepaald aan de hand van duidelijke
eigenfrequentiepieken in de FRF’s, die helaas moeilijk te vinden waren in de modale
analyse. Bovendien bleken er Cequentie verschuivingen in de pieken van de FlcF’s op
te treden bij toename van de slagkracht. Dit fenomeen kan ook optreden in het geval
van niet lineaire stijfheid, hetgeen weer betekent dat de lineaire modale analyse
techniek niet volledig toepasbaar is op het systeem. Modale analyse kan dus niet
worden gebruikt voor het afschatten van betrouwbare parameters, die als basis voor
een numeriek model gebruikt kunnen worden.
Toch is er een numerieke modale analyse uitgevoerd door gebruik te maken van een
bestaand model van de gebruikte helm ontwikkeld bij TNO Botsveiligheid. De
materiaaleigenschappen in dit model waren lineair elastisch en de dikte van de schaal
werd constant verondersteld. De experimentele uitkomsten werden door het model
zeer goed benadert, na een aanpassing van de E-modulus. Vandaar dat het model
geschikt geacht kzn wûïden VÛGT het schatten van impuls responsies v m de
buitenschaal. Wel moet er dan nog demping aan het model worden toegevoegd.
De numerieke resultaten leidden tot een herbeschouwing van de experimenten, omdat
de eerste (numerieke) eigenfiequentie in de experimenten niet was gevonden en
omdat het schuim een aantal extra eigenfrequenties aan de metingen leek toe te
voegen. Enkele experimenten werden nogmaals uitgevoerd, terwijl de helm aan
elastiek was opgehangen. Deze metingen toonden aan dat het schuim de oorzaak was
van de extra eigenfrequenties en dat de resterende eigenfrequenties van de
buitenschaal naar een hogere waarde verschoven als gevolg van het schuim onder de
buitenschaal.

Summary
The motor cycle helmet reduces the risk of injury, but it is not yet known how the
helmet actually responds to impact. With modal analysis the vibration behaviour of
(complex) systems can be characterized. A reliable model of the system can be
developed using the characteristics found in modal analysis. The aim was to find out
whether experimental modal analysis could also be applied to a probably non-linear
outer shell of a motor cycle heimet. if this wouici prove to be the case, the modai
analysis results could serve as a basis for finite element modelling of this shell,
making numerical estimation of impulse responses possible.
In the experimental modal analysis of the outer shell of the helmet twelve distinct
modes were found below 800 Hz. Furthermore the system proved to be reciprocal and
symmetrical, reducing the amount of measurements and numerical simulations to be
done in future research. Most of the measurements were performed with the shell
placed on a light structure foam, which was supposed to have negligible influence on
the measurements.
The most important assumption of modal analysis, linearity, was not met, since the
magnitude of the Frequency Response Functions' appeared to decrease as the applied
impact force increased. This decrease might be caused by an increasing damping or
dynamic stiffness as force levels increase. Damping was evaluated in Matlab using the
circle-fit method for each separate mode. Damping seemed to remain constant. The
dynamic stiffness could only be determined using an FRF with clearly perceptible
modes, which were hard to find in the modal analysis. Furthermore eigenfrequency
shifts occurred in the FRF's as force levels increased. This can be explained by
assuming, for instance, non-linear stiffness, which again means that the modal
analysis technique, based on linear systems, does not fully apply. Modal analysis
could thus not accurately provide system parameters, which could be used for the
development of a finite element model of the shell.
Yet, also a numerical modal analysis was performed based on a model developed by
Brands with isotropic, linear elastic material properties and constant shell thickness.
The experimental results were approximated surprisingly well by adjustment of the Emodulus in the model. introduction of damping should make it perfom very well in
the calculation of impulse responses. Furthermore the numerical analysis showed that
the first mode in the experimental analysis was missing and that the light structure
foam, used in the experimental analysis, introduced several additional rigid-body
eigenfrequencies.
The missing first mode was found in an additional experimental modal analysis in
which the shell was suspensed to elastics. The introduction of this new setup proved
that the foam did not only introduce the extra eigenfrequencies, but caused a small
increase of the eigenfrequencies of the shell as well.
The Frequency Response Function (FRF) is here defined as the quotient of
a
acceleration and force: H =F
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1 Introduction
Yearly thousands of motor cyclists all over the world get killed or severely injured due
to traffic accidents. The main cause of death and severe physical damage is head
injury. According to Beusenberg and Happee [ 11 motor cycle helmets reduce the risk
of severe head injuries considerably.
However, it is not fully understood in what way the motor cycle helmet protects the
Tilerefore a st-udy iïas 'Deen started in
iiead iIï irripact si~ua~ions*
io find
how
impacts are transduced by the motor cycle helmet to the head. The results of this study
might help to improve helmet testing regulations and to optimize helmet design. The
part of the study to be done in this project has been reduced to modal analysis of the
outer shell of the motor cycle helmet.
In case of linear systems modal analysis can be used to characterize the vibration
behaviour of the system. This behaviour can be used to assess the impulse response of
the system. Probably a motor cycle helmet is not a linear system considering its
geometry and the material it is made of, but modal analysis may provide useful
information on the impulse response anyway.
The aim is to find out if the modal analysis technique, which applies for linear
systems, also applies for a motor cycle helmet. If the modal analysis technique does
apply, it can be used to develop a numerical model of the outer shell, based on the
system parameters found, with which impulse responses of the motor cycle helmet can
be calculated. If it does not apply a reliable numerical model can only be developed
through a trial and error process, a process conducted by the comparison of
experimental and numerical results.
The experimental modal analysis of the outer shell of a motor cycle helmet is
discussed in chapter 2. Additional to the experimental part the non-linearity of the
system is discussed in chapter 3, since linearity is the most important assumption in
niodal analysis. Reciprocity and symmetry of the she!! zre considered In chapter 4,
since these system characteristics might help saving calculation time in numerical
analyses. Chapter 5 contains the numerical modal analysis, which has lead to a
reconsideration of the experimental results, due to unexplainable differences between
the numerical and experimental approach of the problem. Chapter 6 contains the
discussion of results and conclusions.
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2 Experimental modal analysis
2.1 The components of a motor cycle helmet
A motor cycle helmet consists mainly of three components:
1) The outer shell, which distributes an impact over a larger area and prevents
penetration by sharp objects.
2) The protective padding liner, which is made of crushable foam in order to absorb
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3) The comfort padding liner, which provides a convenient and well fitting
environment for the head.
Additional to these three parts helmets must have a chin strap and may be fitted out
with a visor. Brands [2] and Roelofs [5] provide a more detailed description of the
components mentioned and the differences in helmet types.
2.2 The analysed obiect
Since the helmet as a whole contains materials with considerable damping (for
instance the protective padding liner) it seemed not appropriate to use modal analysis
techniques on the complete helmet in the first place, since modal analysis presupposes
lightly damped systems. Furthermore the different parts of the helmet all have their
specific influence on the impulse response of the helmet. To take all these influences
into account was far too difficult at the start of the project. The part of the helmet to be
analysed using modal analysis techniques was the outer shell of the helmet.
The outer shell considered was part of an Arai full-face helmet, size L, which is made
of fiber reinforced plastic (details are given in appendix E).
2.3 Geometry
For the modal analysis certain positions of excitation and measurement were needed.
A mesh, which defined the measurement positions, was drawn on the shell and a
corresponding mesh, merely used to visualize the mode shapes found, was
programmed in CADA-PC (appendix B), using spherical and cylindrical co-ordinate
systems. The meshes consisted of 119 positions covering the outer shell completely.
Figure 1 shows the version of the mesh as programmed in CADA-PC. Appendix A
contains a version of the mesh as drawn on the outer shell, with the important
positions marked, as well as the geometry of the mesh on the outer shell of the helmet.
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Figure 1: Model of the outer shell of the outer shell in CADA-PC
2.4 Devices and experimental setup
In the first place excitation of the different positions on the shell was done using an
impact hammer (manually), a shaker applying sine-sweeps (rigidly attached to the
helmet) and a shaker beating the shell using half sine pulses for shaker input (not
rigidly attached). The lower rim of the helmet was placed on a light structure foam,
which even allowed the lower rim to vibrate (a picture is given in appendix B).

In an additional analysis the outer shell of the motor cycle helmet was suspended from
a rigid steel frame by means of three elastics. A picture of this setup is given in
appendix B. By adjusting the positions of attachment to the helmet and to the frame
and by changing the length of the three elastics, the shell could be manipulated in all
possible p ~ s i t i ~ nThe
s . hammer was chmged iïìto ii pendrihiin, which could be
dropped from different heights. Every (constant) height coincided with a certain, very
reproducible, impact level. The suspension of the pendulum was constrained to stay i ~ ?
one place, so the only way to hit a certain position of the shell was to change the
positioning of the shell as a whole.

3

Forces were measured using a force transducer, which was attached to the hammer or
the shaker, depending on the excitation type used. Acceleration measurements were
performed using a small accelerometer, which could be stuck to the shell by means of
wax. In case of excitation in a fixed position, like shaker and pendulum excitation, the
accelerometer had to change position in order to determine a Frequency Response
Function' (an FRF) in each position. When applying impact manually the acceleration
measurement was confined to one position and the impact position changed. These
two different ways of measurement may only be compared to each other if the shell is
a reciproca~sy-s~eÏIï~Section 4. i ~isc-ussesreciprocig/ further* Ta'Die 1 gives a survey
of the measurement types used.

Table 1: Modal analysis measurements
Boundary condition 1 Excitation device

I

I Fixed positioning I Fixed position on I

I
Shell on foam
hammer impact
acceleration
Shell suspended

sine-sweep
shaker impact
pendulum

force (shaker)
force (shaker)
force

symmetry line?
both yes and no
no
both yes and no
Yes

The measured forces and accelerations were used to calculate an FRF for each
position on the shell by means of the analysis program Difa (appendix B). The
software package CADA-PCwas used to determine the mode shapes at every
eigenfrequency of the shell. Mode shape determination was only possible when all the
FRF's, one in each position, had been analysed by CADA-PC.Both the magnitude and
the phase of the displacement in each position on the outer shell had to be related to
each position defined in the CADA-PCmodel in order to determine a mode shape.
Details of the software and equipment used are given in appendix B.

The Frequency Response Function (FRF) is here defined as the quotient of

F ];I
r

7

acceleration and force: H = -
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2.5 Frequency range reduction
When considering the time responses in approval tests and in numerical modelling of
motor cycle helmets, the frequency range, which was used in the modal analysis, can
be limited. The following considerations are important:
a) The basic frequency found in approval tests is 40 - 50 Hz ([i] - [5] ).
b) In order to calculate a response reasonably well one needs frequencies up to about
20 times the basic frequency (800 - 1000 Hz).
r.- -r:--fL- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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of the vibration behaviour of the system, without taking into account geometry
details, like asymmetry and thickness variations of the shell. The influence of these
details becomes more profound as frequency increases. Thus 800 Hz (table 2, 12
modes) seemed a justified limit in case of finite element modelling.
d) Difa’s frequency range can be chosen 800 Hz or 1.6 kHz, the latter using twice the
amount of samples in a certain time interval, which doubles the required disk
space.
With these considerations in mind, 800 Hz was chosen to be the maximum frequency
considered throughout the analysis.
2.6 Modes found
Since the light structure foam underneath the shell was thought to have negligible
influence on the FRF’s, most of the measurements were performed with the shell
placed on foam, instead of suspending the shell. The modes found beneath 800 Hz are
given in table 2. Not all the given modes were found in every separate analysis, even if
they were within the frequency range. Asymmetrical modes, for instance, could be
recognized more clearly, with the fixed position off the symmetry line (table 1, fourth
column), like in position 44.

5

Table 2: Modes found beneath 800 Hz
Frequency [Hz]
Mode
Shell on foam
Shell suspended Asymmetrical'
8
X
17
34
X

i-t

The first three eigenfrequencies, which are not numbered in table 2, are
eigenfrequencies of the combined shell-foam system. These eigenfrequencies were
thought to be modes of the shell, but were not found in the numerical modal analysis
(chapter 5). Therefore the shell was suspended and the three eigenfrequencies were
proven to be caused by the foam, since the eigenfrequencies did not occur when the
shell was suspended. Furthermore the foam seemed to cause an increase in
eigenfrequency,presumably due to the friction at the lower rim of the helmet, and it
caused a considerable decrease in FRF-magnitude (up to one fifth of the original value
in case of impact excitation).
Mode number 2 in table 2 was initially only found in the numerical approach. In order
to find this missing mode experixental rneasrrreirients were perfomed with a high
frequency resolution (4096 samples in a 200 Hz range). Thus it was possible to split
the (single) peak found thusfar into two peaks.

Distinction between symmetrical and asymmetrical modes might be difficult in
CADA-PC, since influences of modes nearby can be considerable. Modes marked with
a question mark (?) lacked clarity in this respect.
6

Without the numerical approach of the problem the surprising influence of the foam
on the experiments and the missing first mode would not have been found. The
eigenfrequencies introduced by the foam were too high in comparison with the
eigenfrequencies of the shell, resulting in a reconsideration of the experimental
results.
2.7 Accuracy of the eigenfrequency
The nodes found (as displayed in table 2) did nit always occur at the same frequency,
since fie eigenfrequencies in fne Fiir' s were found to depend on tne impact ievei
applied (section 3. i) and the measurement position. Differences between eigenfrequencies in the different analyses done with the shell placed on foam ranged up to 3
Hz, which means that only mode numbers 1 and 2 were proven to be affected by the
foam (compare the second and third column of table 2), as the differences at all the
other modes might have been caused by for instance differences in impact level. It is
very likely that all the modes were affected by the foam, but there is lack of proof in
this matter.
When impact and acceleration measurements are repeatedly performed in the same
positions, and when impact level is considered constant, eigenfrequencies can be
assessed accurately. At point 58, located on the symmetry line at the back of the shell,
a series of 25 impacts were performed in order to calculate the standard deviation of
the frequency and the FRF-magnitude of the sixth mode with Difa (Table 3). This was
the most clearly perceptible mode in most of the measurements. Measurements were
done in position 1. The shell was supported by foam during these measurements.

Average
Standard Deviation

Frequency [Hz] Magnitude FRF [l k g ]
283.482
2.18
0.09 (4 %)
0.049 (0.02 %)
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3 Non-linear behaviour
There are several indications of non-linear behaviour in the outer shell of the motor
cycle helmet. These indications and the analysis of possible causes are discussed in
this chapter, Note that the measurements mentioned throughout this section refer to
the outer shell supported by the foam.

3.1 FRF-magnitude and Deak shift
The position and the magnitude of a peak in the FRF were thought to depend on the
level of the excitation force. The expectation of a relationship existing between
loading level and FW-magnitude was based on a small series of tests using the
hammer as a loading device, showing a decreasing FRF-magnitude with increasing
impact level. Figure 2 shows the FRF's at several loading levels. Note that the changes
in magnitude and frequency are significant (compare with table 3).
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Figure 2: Eigenfrequency shift and magnitude decrease in the FRF due to
increasing impact level. Impact in position 39, response in position 45.
The exact relationship between the impact level and the FRF-magnitude is of great
importance, as it might be used to estimate the response of the system at impact levels
higher than measured.
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Since it was difficult to beat a hammer at a specific force level, especially at low
levels, the shaker was used to excite the helmet using half sine pulses for shaker input
applied in 50 ms. In this way it was possible to apply impact loading levels from 4.5
up to 30 N. The higher levels were excited as accurately as possible using a hammer.
Only two measurements, using an average of 6 (nearly similar) impacts each, were
done using the hammer. Impact levels were 30,40, 80 and 120 N (range of 800 Hz
with 512 samples). Impacts were applied at position 40 and measurements taken in
position 65.
In most cases the results gave the expected relationship: FW-magnitude decreased as
impact force increased. In order to find out whether this relationship also applied for
other measurement positions this series was again performed using the pair 40 and 59,
since the same frequencies could be observed as in the previous measurement. Impact
levels were 8,20, 30,40, 60, 80 and 120 N. The first three were generated using the
shaker.
The results of these tests (40-65 and 40-59) showed a decreasing peak level as the
force increased. Figure 3 gives an example of the FRF-magnitude as a function of the
impact force. In this particular case a third order approximation seemed appropriate.
Unfortunately this third order relationship was not consistent for all measurements.
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Figure 3: Relationship between impact force and FRF peak magnitude at 263 Hz,
several measurements at one level in position 59. Impact in position 40.
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The decrease of the FRF-magnitude with increasing excitation level was also found in
case the shell was suspended, proving the non-linear behaviour of the outer shell.
Determination of any relationship proved to be almost impossible, since impact
excitation higher than 30 N resulted in considerable rigid body movement of the shell
rather than vibration and the risk of damage to the shell was also greater than with the
shell-foam combination.

The frequency-shift was not clearly found in the free shell analysis, due to the small
impact ievei range mentioned. Tnis niighi lead tu the cûïìz:Usiûn that frequency-shift
downward is caused by the decreasing influence of îhe foam as impact levels increase,
since the eigenfrequencies of the free shell are lower. This might have been the case,
but it would also imply an increase in FRF-magnitude, which was not the case, as the
increase due to decreasing foam influence would be greater than the decrease due to
increasing impact level. At 263 Hz, for example, an increase of factor 5 versus a
decrease of factor 2, respectively.
Difference in FRF-magnitude might be caused by for instance a change in damping or
a change in dynamic stiffness due to higher impact levels. The evaluation of damping
and stiffness is discussed in the next two sections.
3.2 Damping
The next step in this analysis was evaluating the damping. The method used for
determining damping was the circle-fit method ([6] and [7]). Circle-fits can only be
used for single peaks and since Difa does not have the option to show the fitted curve,
one does not know the accuracy of the result. Therefore a circle-fit procedure was
programmed using Matlab (appendix B). The circle-fit procedure in Matlab proved
that the circle-fit was a reliable method in the analysis of the motor cycle helmet, since
the fits were very good (figure 4), unless the peak was not clear enough or did not
have enough samples describing it. At least 40 samples between the half power points
is a safe amount for damping determination.

10

Circle-fit of a peak in the FRF

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 4: Example of a circle fit in Matlab at 756 Hz (centre *) using two half
power pQint§.
Since only 5 12 samples were taken in the FRF-magnitude analysis, which proved to
be insufficient for determining damping parameters, another series of tests had to be
done. In this series 4096 samples were taken.
Impact levels were again applied using both the shaker (average of 15) and the
hammer (average of 10) at position 40, but each measurement was only taken once at
position 65. The accuracy of the calculated damping was about 5 % of its value when
a clear, smooth peak was considered.
Results were not very convincing. This means that peak height and damping were not
coupled in this particular case. The decreasing height of the FRF-peak magnitude
might be explained by for instance an increasing dynamic stiffness.

3.3 Dynamic stiffness
Since the magnitude of the FRF might also have decreased due to an increase in
dynamic stiffness one has to try and find out how to determine the dynamic stiffness
using an FRF. An increase in dynamic stiffness only accounts for the decreasing FRFmagnitude and not for a decreasing eigenfrequency.
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First a model had to be made in order to compare the FRF’s of the model with the
measured FRF’s. The model used was a simple mass-spring-damper system with one
degree of freedom. Circle-fits are based upon such systems and the fits were proven to
be sufficient for the description of one mode at one impact level. Thus a linear model
was used to study the stiffness trend a non-linear system.
Since Matlab was able to determine the eigenvalues of the fit, an iteration process
could be used to determine the stiffness of the spring. Damping and mass can be
considered a function of stiffness, when modal parameters are Known (appendix D).
The problem is to find a stiffness, such that the FW of the model is the same as the
circle-fit. In Matlab a program was written which iterates towards the solution. In
addition several fits were superposed. In that way the most important modes of the
FRF could be simulated using multiple mass-spring-damper systems.
The simulated FRF’Swere generally not very good, because not all modes were
represented properly in one measured FRF. Most of the times it was already difficult
to determine damping accurately, so determining stiffness was even more complex
and did only work out in a few cases, for instance simulating 5 modes of the
reciprocity measurement (figure 5) discussed in the next chapter. This means that the
analysis of stiffness based on FRF’s is rather limited, since very clear peaks are
needed, which are hard to find when analysing a motor cycle helmet.
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3.4 Linearisation
There are more difficulties when estimating parameters based on modal analysis than
just inaccuracies in the fitted FFWs. Ewins and Vakakis [8] point out that for instance
non-linear stiffness might cause eigenfrequency-shifts and peak decrease. They also
state that the modal parameters of non-linear systems found with the use of FRF’s,
which are based on linear systems, are not to be considered accurate, since the most
important assumption in modal analysis, that is linearity, is not met! Parameter
estimation by means of modal analysis fails when considering non-linear systems like
the outer sheii of a motor cycle helmet. Tne parameter values found may just be an
indication of the actual value, meaning that the estimation of stiffness (section 3.3)
would merely provide stiffness trends.
The only way to find actual parameter values is linearisation of the system at one force
level. This means that only tonal excitation (steady state analysis) is allowed and
transfer functions have to be based on measurements at one single eigenfreq~ency~
and at one force level. Several problems occurred which left no other alternative than
to stop even this way of analysing:
1) Since the helmet is a very light structure force levels remained below 13 N, which
means nothing can be said about the higher levels.
2) Another problem is that impact excitation is a way of excitation totally different
from tonal (harmonical) excitation and results may not even be comparable.
An important result of this steady state analysis was the decrease in transfer function
found as excitation force level increased, meaning that the change in the transfer
function magnitude was proven to exist for any kind of excitation.

This is not an FRF, since a frequency range is considered in an FRF.
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4 Reciprocity and symmetry of the shell
4.1 Reciprocity
Reciprocity of the system means that interchanging the position of excitation and the
position of response does not cause changes in the Frequency Response Function.
This is very important for future experiments and computer modelling, since the
amount of tests and simulations can be reduced considerably. Reciprocity can give an
indication of the amount of asymmetry of a system and of the inhomogeneity of the
shell material. Asymmetry can cause a change in FW, if the sites of excitation and
response are interchanged. This might be the case when the FRF shows two coupled
peaks, each caused by one half of the system. Inhomogeneity can cause distortion in
wave propagation patterns depending on the direction of propagation. This can also
cause non-reciprocal behaviour of a system.
Reciprocity was evaluated using three types of excitation:
1) Sine sweeps (shaker excitation at 1.7 N) for positions 40 and 44 (rigid attachment).
2 ) Impact excitation between 105 and 160 N (hammer) for positions 39 and 45.
3) Shaker impact at about 20 N for positions 39 and 45 (no rigid attachment).
These positions were chosen symmetrically at the back of the helmet, because in that
case one could be sure that all the modes occurring due to excitation on one side
would also occur when exciting the other side in case of reciprocity. By interchanging
the positions of the impact site and the response site reciprocity was evaluated beneath
800 Hz. The FRF’Sbefore and after the change of site ought to be the same in case of
reciprocity. Five measurements were performed for each excitation type in each
‘direction(meaning the direction from excitation site to measurement site).
Reciprocity was loud and clear for both kinds of impact excitation. There were
differences in magnitude for the different directions. Reciprocity of the helmet was
also good for sine sweep excitation, but there was a difference due to the direction
change, caused for instance by an inhomogeneity (compare figure 6a with 6b). This
difference occurred at 590 Hz.
For each of three types of excitation 5 measurements were done in both directions.
This adds up to 6 times 5 identical measurements done. For each series of 5
measurements the FRF was very well reproduced, although the first 156 Hz in the
shaker sine sweep excitation were neglected due to bad coherence functions. The bad
coherence might have been caused by rigid body vibrations, which occurred at low
frequencies. In the FFW of the impact excitation there were different magnitudes due
to the difference in mean impact level for the different measurements (Appendix C).
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4.2 Symmetrv
Evaluation of the symmetry of the shell was done by excitation of the helmet on the
symmetry line while measuring the acceleration response on either side of the helmet
and by excitation on one side while measuring in the symmetrical position on the
other side. Figures 7a and 7b show an example of the time response and the
autopowerspectra measured in positions 7 1, while exciting its symmetrical counterpart
77, and 77, with excitation in position 71. The magnitude and phase of the
measwemefits are the same.

Figure 7a: Time response with excitation and measurement on opposite sides
(positions 71 and 77).
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Figure 7b: Autopowerspectra with excitation and measurement on opposite sides
(positions 71 and 77)
It was found that only the deepening in the shell (in which the visor is situated when
shut) introduced slight changes in the responses measured on one side or the other
(appendix C ) . The shell may be considered symmetrical. Symmetrical modelling of
the shell is thus justified.
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5 Numerical modal analysis
The mesh of the finite element model of the outer shell of the helmet was generated in
the multibody and finite element code Madymo (appendix B) by Brands [2]. As
Madymo did not have the possibilities to calculate eigenfrequencies of a system, the
mesh had to be converted into the finite element code Marc (appendix B). The mesh
consisted of 880 four node quadrangular shell elements with a thickness of 3 mm.
Homogeneous and linear elastic material properties were used. Details are given in
appendix E.

5. i Model of the unconstrained helmet
The aim was to change the initial elastic modulus of 8.54 x lo9 Pa used by Brands to a
value such that the eigenfrequencies measured in the experimental modal analysis
corresponded to those of the numerical evaluation. The initial E-modulus produced
the first mode at 78 Hz in the numerical approach. Since the eigenfrequency is
proportional to the square root of the E-modulus, the elastic modulus producing
results close to the experimental results can be calculated. Table 4 shows the
experimental and numerical results.
Table 4: Numerical and experimental results

With an E-modulus of 13.0 x lo9Pa also higher eigenfrequencies were calculated,
which are also given in an extension to table 1. The results are very convincing given
this homogeneous, elastic approach. Appendix F gives the experimental and the
numerical mode shapes with the corresponding eigenfrequencies.
It seemed very likely that the model could be improved by decreasing the initial
thickness at the rims of the shell, since that would be an improved approximation of
reality. Unfortunately thinner rims caused a decrease in all eigenfrequencies and not
just some in particular. It was found that this decrease could greatly be compensated
by an increase of E-modulus of all the elements. An explanation is that the modes
occur clearly at the rims of the helmet and thus an increase of the E-modulus (or an
increase in thickness) at the upper (rigid) part of the shell does not affect the
behaviour at the rims very much.
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5.2 Model of the constrained helmet
Since there were no modes found beneath 90 Hz in the numerical approach it was
important to find out what caused the modes of 8, 17 and 34 Hz found in the
experimental modal analysis. An additional set of FRF measurements done, with the
helmet suspended, proved that the modes were not present (section 2.6). The
conclusion was that they occurred when the foam was present underneath the helmet,
which was presumed to have negligible influence on the measurements.
Measurexents done including the foam proved that the foam certainly made a
considerabie difference. it introduced several additionai eigenÎrequencies including
the three mentioned.
In order to model the foam some experimental tests had to be done with it. The helmet
was placed in a draw-bench with the foam underneath and the force-displacement
relation was measured for 4 mm of compression. The outcome was a foam stiffness of
about 3000 N/m. So a spring was modelled on either side beneath the helmet with a
stiffness of 1500 N/m. The vertical springs introduced two extra eigenfrequencies,
rigid body modes, but did not affect the other eigenfrequencies.
In order to simulate the horizontal friction between the helmet and the foam the
thickness of the lower rim of the shell (52 elements) was increased to 3.2 mm. The
friction had a more or less stiffening effect on the rim of the shell, as did the increase
in thickness in the model. The results show an increase in all eigenfrequencies as the
foam presumably did. The effects of the springs underneath the helmet and the thicker
lower rim are combined in table 5.
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Mode

Experimental
Shell on foam
Shell suspended
8
17
34
90
98
150
255
263
283
472
48 1
535

148
250
259
280
470
480
534

Numerical
Shell on “foam”
Free shell
8.3
and
9.4
100.8
98.9
149.9
237.5
279.5
288.3
479.1
490.3
557.7

149.7
236.8
272.8
282.4
475.5
483.1
546.3

The influence of the stiffened lower rim became more profound with increasing
frequency (table 5), which was not the case in the experimental results considering the
influence of the foam. The difference was that friction of the foam had a great
influence on modes with large displacements, that is low frequencies, and a stiffness
increase affected modes with complex shapes, that is high frequencies. The numerical
simulation of foam by means of an adjusted thickness has to be considered a
simplified approximation of reality. Modelling of friction is much more complex and
beyond the scope of this study.
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6 Conclusions and discussion
Modal analysis proved to be an appropriate tool for finding eigenfrequencies and
mode shapes of the outer shell of a motor cycle helmet. Below 800 Hz twelve clearly
perceptible modes were found. Results of numerical modal analysis were very close to
the experimental results, even though material properties of the shell were modelled
homogeneous and linear elastic. Furthermore the numerical approach was very useful
fer finding modes which had i-rot been found in the experiments yet Eind for mode
shape determination. Numericai modeiiing also caused a reconsideration of
experimental results, since not all experimental modes were found numerically. These
lost modes were found to be caused by the foam, which was used to support the shell
in the experiments done. These modes disappeared when the shell was suspended.
The magnitude of the Frequency Response Functions (FRF) in the modal analysis was
dependent on the impact force applied to the shell. As the impact force increased the
FRF-magnitude decreased. This system characteristic points toward the non-linear
behaviour of the system. An unique relationship between impact level and FRFmagnitude has not been found, thus eliminating the possibility to extrapolate to higher
impact levels as occurring in accidents. There seems to be a safe way out of this
problem. The worst case in an accident seems to be a great shell response caused by
the impact, which means a great magnitude of the FRF. Worst case estimation could
be done by calculation of the impulse response using an FRF, which was determined
at a low force level, since the magnitude of this FRF is certainly too high.
In order to find further indications of non-linear behaviour, damping and stiffness of
the shell were evaluated at different impact levels. Damping of one particular mode
could be assessed fairly accurate using the SDOF circle-fit method programmed in
Matlab. Damping seemed to remain constant. Estimation of the stiffness was not
straightforward, since the system showed non-linear behaviour and FRF's derived
from impact excitation may not be used for stiffness estimation in that case.
Furthermore modes in the system are often not clear enough to use for stiffness
calcnlations. The o d y v a y out, not using FW's, was the use of tonal (steady stzite)
excitation. The main problem was that excitation levels were too low, which means
that the higher loads relevant for crash safety could not be considered properly.
Another problem was that tonal excitation may not even be comparable with impact.
Important characteristics of a system, in case of numerical modelling, are reciprocity
and symmetry, as they might reduce calculation time considerably. The shell could be
considered a symmetrical and reciprocal system, although magnitudes of the
Frequency Response Functions differ with the direction of wave propagation.
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7 Recommendations
For future experimental and numerical research on motor cycle helmets, the following
suggestions might be valuable.
An improvement of the numerical model is possible by introducing (linear,
viscous) damping. The other parameters, with the exception of the E-modulus, are
not to be chariged, since they z e very close to reality already.
A database of responses to weli defined impacts has been set up. when aamping
has been introduced in the numerical model, numericai time integration can be used
to reliably validate the model on impulse responses. Introduction of non-linear
behaviour can be done at this stage if necessary.
When analysing light structures, like the shell of a motor cycle helmet, placed on
foam, this foam might cause unwanted effects on the measurements like
eigenfrequency-shifts,decrease of the magnitude of the Frequency Response
Function and introduction of extra rigid body modes, which cannot be recognized
as such. Thus care should be taken in neglecting influences of foam.
A motor cycle helmet may be considered a free systeem when it is suspended by
elastics, provided that eigenfrequencies of rigid body modes are low (beneath 5 Hz)
Reproducibility of impacts is very good when impact is applied with a pendulum,
which is dropped from a constant height.
A motor cycle helmet is a non-linear system. One should thus be careful in using
linear techniques in helmet analysis.
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Appendix A: Mesh and measurementpositions on the helmet
The positions which are mentioned throughout the report can be found in this
appendix. Furthermore the geometry of the mesh which was used is given.
Figure Al shows how the five ellipses (Figure A2) in the mesh were drawn, using the
definition of ellipse geometryA' . For each ellipse two positions (1 and 2) were defined
on the outer surface of the sheii, which were used as reference points for drawing fhe
ellipses. The string shown was connected to the helmet in these two positions and a
pencil was used to draw the ellipses, each with their specific lenghts L1 and L2. The
table below this figure gives these lengths for each of the ellipses. Each quarter of an
ellipse was divided into four segments of equal length ( L3 / 4)A2. Each set of
intersecting lines defines a position on the helmet. Additional geometric information
on this grid is given in figure A2, as well as the relevant positions mentioned
troughout this report. All together 119 positions were defined.

//pencil

Figure Al: Ellipse geometry

Ellipse
L1 [cm]
L2[cm]

1

1
4
2

I2 I
8
4

3
12

6

I

4
16
8

I

5
20
10

~

*' The curves are referred to as ellipses, although they are not perfect ellipses due to
the curvature of the surface of the shell.
A2 The first ellipse was thus divided into twelve equal segments, but because the
helmet is not symmetrical in the median saggital plane (like an ellipsoid), the
segments on the front half grew bigger compared to the segments on the rear half with
each ellipse added. Figure A2 shows this asymmetry.
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Side View

Figure A2: Additional geometrical information and position definition
Sizes in figure A2 are in millimeters.
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Appendix B: Equipment and experimental setup
In the first part of this appendix a survey of the equipment and computer programs is
given. The second part of the appendix shows the experimental setups’used.
Helmet:

ARA1 outer shell of a full-face helmet size L

-

Force transducer for hammer: PCB 086BO3 sn:4995
Force transducer for shaker
and pendulum:
Kistler 9801A sn: 150891
Accelerometer:
PCB 303A03 sn: 20353
Computer programs:

Leuven Measurement Systems CADA-PCfor Windows
Difa D-TAC 200 (manufactured by LMS)
Matlab for Windows version 4 . 2 1~ (The Mathworks)
Marc K6.2 with Mentat 2.3.1 pre- and postprocessor
Madymo 5.2 (TNO Crash-Safety Research Centre)

Charge
amplifier:
Kistler type 5007
Function generatodamplifier: Ling Dynamic Systems TPO 25 sn: 26 1
Shakers:
Ling Dynamic Systems (LDS) sn: 13491-4
Ling Dynamic Systems (LDS) Heavy duty sn: 041
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In the experimental modal analysis two different setups were used. In the first setup
the outer shell was placed on foam, which was supposed to have negligible influence
on the measurements. Figure B1 gives an idea of the foam-helmet combination. The
numerical evaluation indicated a possible existence of unexpected high eigenfrequencies introduced by the foam. Therefore the setup given in figure B2 was built,
in which the foam was not used. The foam proved to introduce extra modes indeed.

Helmet

I

I

kPe-V-YT
Foam

.-i

Figure BI: Helmet placed on the light structure foam

Hammer
\'

\

\

Figure B2: Shell suspended from a steel frame, excitation by means of I
pendulum (hammer)

Appendix C: Reciprocity and symmetry for impact excitation
The outer shell of the helmet can be considered reciprocal for the types of impact
excitation used. Figures C l a and Clb give the FW’s for hammer impact at about 120
N, figures C2a and C2b for shaker impact excitation at about 20 N.
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Figure C2a: FRF for p39 to p45 using shaker impact excitation, 3 times
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Figure C2b: FRF for p45 to p39 using shaker impact excitation, 3 times
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The outer shell of the motor cycle helmet may be considered a symmetrical system.
Figures C3a and C3b show the time responses and the autopowerspectra measured in
positions 78 and 70, with excitation in position 58. These positions were situated close
to the visor rim in the shell, which introduced some (negligible) asymmetrical
behaviour.
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Figure C3a: Impulse responses measured on both sides of the shell in
positions 70 and 78, excitation in position 58
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positions 70 and 78
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Appendix D: Estimation of system parameters based on modal analysis.
Consider a Single Degree of Freedom mass-spring-damper system as given in
figure 1.

Figure 1: SDOF system
The impulse response of this system has to satisfy the equation: mq +b cj + k q =O
A way of describing SDOF vibration is: q = u ear where A is the eigenvalue of the
system. This will lead to the common eigenvalue problem: [i1 ' m + 1b + k ]u =O .
The solution for a to this problem is:
-

b
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The dimensionless damping 5is defined as:
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Now the damping b and mass m can be written as a function of the known parameters
coo and 5 and the unknown parameter k, which is to be determined.
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The transferfunction H of this SDOF system can be written as:
H(w,k)=

1

-w2k
-~

-w'm+bjw+k-[
in radians per second.

2

2jok5
+

wo

+k ] -'where w is the frequency

co0

In a circle fit procedure in Matlab the parameters coo and 5were determined for a
certain mode. With these parameters and the formula for the transferfunction an
iteration process was programmed in Matlab, which was able to approximate the
stiffness k and the damping b.
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Appendix E: The finite element model in Marc
The finite element model of the outer shell of the motor cycle helmet was derived
from the Madymo model developed by Brands [2]. The co-ordinates in this model
were derived from the helmet used in the experimental modal analysis. The model
consisted of 880 four node quadrangular shell elements with the following
characteristics:
i>Isotropic, linear elastic m2terid.
2) initiai E-mociuius of 8.54 x íû?Pa.
3) No damping.
4) Poisson ratio of 0.325.
5) Shell thickness of 3 mm.
6) Mass density 1.516 x lo3kg/m3
Figures E l a and Elb give a view of the model. The corresponding data file for the
modal analysis in Marc is partially given on the next page.

Figures E l a and b: Top view and side view of the Marc model of the outer shell
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title job1
sizing
10000000 880 9345604
elements 75
dynamic
1 7 1 1
all points
shell sect 4
setname
18
end
$ ...................

solver
O 0 0
optimize 9
connectivity

1 75 58 59 2 1
2 75 26 60 28 27
3 75 22 61 24 23
$. ................ The rest of the connectivity table.
878 75 27 28 145 144
879 75 28 29 146 145
880 75 858 27 144 970
coordinates
3 934
1-1.37214+2-1.42464-2-6.38962+1
2-1.36231+21.47744+1-6.43054+1
3-1.32710+22.90665+1-6.54065+1
$.................The rest of the table of co-ordinates.
1287-2.58819+1 1.40000+2-9.65926+1
1288-2.588
19+1- 1.40000+2-9.65926+
1
1289 1.67303+2O.OOOOO+O-1.48356+2
define element set
outershl
1 to 880
isotropic
1
O 0
1.30000+73.25000-11.51600-6O.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O
1 to 880
geometry
3.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O O.OOOOO+O
1 to 880
fixed disp

o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1284 to 1289
$. ...Modelling of the springs in the foam simulation.
springs
1281 3 1284 3 1.50000+3 O.OOOOO+O
483 3 1285 3 1.50000+3 O.OOOOO+O
no print
post
O1617 O O1920 O 1 O 6
control
99999 10 o o o 1 1 o 1 o
1.ooooo-1 o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o
end option
$ ...................
$....start of loadcase lcasel
control
99999 10 o o o 1 1 o 1 o
1.ooooo-1 o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o o.ooooo+o
modal shape
-1.00000+1 o.ooooo+o 10 o o
continue
recover
1 10 2
continue
$....end of loadcase lcasel
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Appendix F: Modes in the experimental and numerical analyses
For each mode found, the modeshape and its experimental and numerical
eigenfrequency are given in this appendix. Some experimental mode shapes could not
be coupled to numerical results, since the experimental mode shapes lacked clarity.
These experimental modes are therefore left out of this appendix and just the
numerical shape is shown with the presumed experimental eigenfrequency.

Mode 1:
Numerical: 99 Hz
Experimental: 90 Hz

I

Mode 2: Mode shape could not be determined by CADA-PC, the FRF-peak was too
close to mode 1.
Numerical: 96 Hz
Experimental: 92 Hz
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Mode 3:
Numerical: 150 Hz
Experimental: 148 Hz

I

1

Mode 4:
Numerical: 237 Hz
Experimental: 250 Hz
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Mode 5:
Numerical: 273Hz
Experimental: 259 Hz

Mode 6:
Numerical: 282 Hz
Experimental: 280 Hz
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Mode 7: No certainty of symmetry of the experimental mode
Numerical: 476 Hz
Experimental: 470 Hz

Mode 8: No certainty of symmetry was found in the experimental mode, it seems
symmetrical in the CADA-PC picture.
Numerical: 483 Hz
Experimental: 480 Hz
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Mode 9: The experimental mode was only clear,j symmetrical in a (moving)
animation.
Numerical: 546 Hz
Experimental: 534 Hz

Mode 10: For all higher modes the @ADA-PCmesh was too coarse. Therefore no clear
mode shapes could be found.
Numerical: 574 Hz
Experimental: 555 Hz
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Mode 11:
Numerical: 781 Hz
Experimental: 758 Hz

Mode 12:
Numerical: 80i Hz
Experimental: 767 Hz
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